Public comment – Please limit public comment to three (3) minutes

Communications

A. Consent Agenda
   Proposed Meeting Minutes – January 22, 2020

B. Business Investment

1. Entrepreneurship
   Flint Ferris Wheel 100K Ideas – Grant Amendment – Fredrick Molnar
   Invent@NMU – Grant Amendment – Fredrick Molnar
   Business Incubator Program (Gateway Representative) – Grant Amendments, Extensions and New Funding Requests – Fredrick Molnar
   University Proof-of-Concept Fund – Grant Amendment – Fredrick Molnar

2. Capital Access
   Jedco, Inc – SSBCI Collateral Support Program – Aileen Cohen

3. Business Growth
   Cherry Growers, Inc. – Write Off Request – Colleen Horton

C. Community Vitality
   Brick Street Lofts LLC – MCRP and Brownfield Act 381 Work Plan – Michelle Audette-Bauman
   Downtown City Square – CDBG Request – Jen Tucker
   Joining Jordan Project – CDBG Request – Dan Leonard
   Papermill Demo Phase 2 – CDBG Request – Sue DeVries
   Bridge and Stocking, L.L.C. – MCRP Amendment – Lynda Franke
   Bridge and Turner, LLC – MCRP Amendment – Lynda Franke
   Exchange Building, LLC – MCRP Amendment and Brownfield MBT Amendment – Lynda Franke

D. Image Branding
   Business Marketing – McCann Amendment – Doug Kuiper

E. Continuing Education
   Ongoing MSF Educational Series: Community Development